30 Interesting Critical Essay Topic Ideas
Critical essay writing aims to present a claim from a literary work and provide supporting
evidence to prove it. This type of essay focuses on facts and does not involve the
opinion of the essay writer. Many students assume that critical essay writing is an easy
task as it is all about pointing about the mistakes in assigned literary piece of work. It
includes poetry, prose, novel, drama, movie, a piece of art, etc. But this not the case, it
is entirely a different story to come across when you actually delve into the writing
process.

To come up with a great critical essay, the first thing is to come up with an interesting
essay topic - if you have not been assigned by the professor. When choosing a topic for
your critical essay, make sure to choose something interesting and enjoyable to help
you stay engaged as you write. So, here you can also have a look at the list of
interesting critical essay topic ideas also suggested by college essay writer that you can
consider to choose for your own paper.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Discuss the recurring theme/mood in a book.
Write a critical essay on the Nature of Slacktivism.
The role of nurses in medical science.
Examine a Movie That is Based on True Events.
How Robots Integrated Into our Lives?

6. Anti-drug Campaigns.
7. Freedom of Speech.
8. Body Size and Modeling.
9. The Impact of Social Media on Education.
10. The Impact of a Positive Teacher Relationship.
11. Analysis of Literary Elements.
12. The Impact of Video Games on Health.
13. Describe and Analysis of a Dynamic Character.
14. Find Out About the Background of an Author.
15. Biracial Families.
16. Ethnic Music.
17. Homosexuality and Christianity.You can read more about it on essay writer
online site
18. The future and past of the oil industry.
19. Analysis of a toy industry analysis.
20. The industry analysis report of the IT sector in the UK.
21. Synthesize one scene from Shakespeare’s play.
22. Describe and Analysis of a Static Character.
23. Education Systems Around the World.
24. Gender Roles.
25. Technology in Education.
26. Technology in the Workplace.
27. Xenophobia.
28. Lowering the Drinking Age.
29. Dependence on Technology.
30. Doping In the Olympics And Other Sporting Events.
31. Racism in Sports.
32. What are the ideologies that you can see in a historical movie?
33. Examine a Movie That is Based on True Events.
34. Health care provider and faith diversity.
35. Single Parent Families.
36. Your take on ex-convicts re-entering the society again.
37. How cancer has become an epidemic.
38. Do casteism and corruption go hand in hand?
39. Do you think fossil fuels can be replaced? How?
40. Discuss the history of the USA while using a realist aspect.
41. College Sports and Salaries.
42. Same-Sex Relationships.
43. Copyright in Technology.
44. Consequences of Gambling addiction.
45. Negative Effects of Modern Technology.
46. The Future of Apple.
47. The Accuracy of Psychological Testing.
48. Legalizing Drugs.
49. How Technology Has Transformed Cars?
50. Pick a TV Show That is About Life Problems.

Feel free to choose from the above-mentioned topics and take off the writing process. If
you are still confused and in need of professional help, consider contacting an online
essay writers and getting a custom written critical essay on any topic. It is a better idea
to hire an writer free to submit a pitch-perfect paper by saving yourself a lot of time.

